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Al-Qaeda heir Hamza bin Laden killed: US media
Osama bin Laden's son Hamza, chosen heir to the leadership of Al-Qaeda,

has been killed, US media reported on Wednesday (Jul 31), citing American

officials.NBC News said three US officials had confirmed they had information

of Hamza bin Laden's death, but gave no details of the place or date. The New

York Times subsequently cited two US officials saying they had confirmation

Public-Private Partnerships May Revolutionize Airport Security
Dayton Bar Computed tomography scanners, which have been used for years in scanning

checked luggage at airports, are now being piloted at airport checkpoints for carry-

on bags. The broader application of the technology could someday afford all

travelers the perks currently granted to those in the Department of Homeland

Security's Trusted Traveler Programs such as Global Entry and PreCheck. By

employing CT scanners at TSA checkpoints, airline passengers could begin

leaving their liquids and laptops in carry-on luggage and their jackets on as they

pass through security, which would reduce the security experience but not the

security.

US Showdown With Turkey to Prevent Slaughter of Christians, 
Kurds

The U.S. is engaged in a showdown with Turkey over Turkish President

Recip Erdogan’s threats to “eliminate” America’s Kurdish and Christian allies

in northeast Syria.Erdogan says he will invade northeast Turkey “very soon”

to “eliminate all threats to its national security,” a commonly used euphemism

by the Islamist president against the Kurds and other minority groups which

comprise the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF).Erdogan views the SDF —

America’s allies who eliminated ISIS — as a threat to Turkey due to the

Researchers from the University of South Australia are creating new

technology based on the extraordinary vision of insects. As reported, the past

eight years have seen the team replicate the visual functionality of these

insects and are using them as a basis to improve detection systems in

cameras.The bio-inspired research of the team led by the University’s Dr

Russell Brinkworth, a neuroscientist, mechatronic engineer and robotics

expert; and Professor Anthony Finn, Director of the Defence and Systems

Institute; has a range of applications.

Replicating Insect Vision to Improve Camera Detection Systems

Kurd’s aspirations for sovereignty.An attack would also threaten the safety of U.S. forces working with the

SDF in the area. It would also mean that the Kurds would not have the capacity to guard the 15,000 foreign

ISIS fighters they have captured, as every soldier would be needed for the fight against Turkey.

that he was killed during the last two years in an operation that involved the United States.Questioned by

reporters in the Oval Office, President Donald Trump did not confirm or deny the NBC report.
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Israeli flight attendant dies after contracting measles
An Israeli flight attendant and mother of three has died of measles. Rotem

Amitai, 43, died Tuesday, according to Beilinson Hospital in Petah Tikva,

Israel. Amitai had traveled from New York to Tel Aviv a few days before

developing a fever in March, but it's not clear whether she was infected on

a flight, in New York or in Israel, according to Israel's Ministry of Health.

Amitai was vaccinated against the disease as a child, but like many

people her age around the world, she received only one dose of the

vaccine. She was otherwise healthy before contracting measles.

More than 2,600 firearms have been found during searches by TSA at

U.S. airport security checkpoints this year, including five at the Dayton

International Airport — a trend that’s expected to meet if not surpass last

year’s record breaking total confiscated. Transportation Security

Administration officials at the Dayton airport said they find prohibited

items every day in travelers’ carry-on bags, ranging from full-size hair

products and aerosol cans to the occasional firearm. Not including liquids

and aerosols, about 25 to 50 pounds of prohibited items are collected in

Dayton every month, said TSA regional spokesman Mark Howell.

Guns found at airport security increasing; 5 found in Dayton

Mass Shootings: Lone Wolf or Stochastic?
Following the recent mass shootings, Americans are coming together to

explore new methods for preventing violent extremism (PVE).For starters, we

need to rethink how we look at the label of “lone wolf” terrorist. The new

buzzword for these “lone wolf” acts of terrorism that has popped up is

“stochastic (randomly occurring but statistically predictable) terrorism.”It’s an

concept being explored in the wake of our recent domestic terror and mass

shooting sprees.Writing in the The Washington Post, Juliette Kayyem proposes

there is, in fact, no lone wolf. Kayyem is the assistant secretary at the

Department of Homeland Security and the faculty chair of the homeland

security program at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government.

Anti-Semites Writing California High School Curriculum
Three committee members tasked writing California high school curriculum

have expressed sympathy or full support for the Boycott, Divest and

Sanction (BDS) Movement against Israel, reported the Washington Free

Beacon in a recent expose.The BDS movement has been deemed at its

core anti-Semitic, according to the definition of anti-Semitism adopted by

the U.S. State Department and 31 other countries worldwide.In addition,

one of the teachers on the 18-member committee is a Palestinian activist,

who currently uses teaching materials that utilize state-owned media outlets

from Iran and Qatar as source material.

TSA offers tips to travelers
The Transportation Security Administration set up a display at the Gulfport-

Biloxi International Airport to remind travelers about TSA rules regarding items

prohibited from being taken on board planes. TSA featured bins full of items

that have been intercepted by the agency at our airport.The agency reminds

passengers to arrive early and research what is not allowed in carry-on bags in

an effort to make the screening process more efficient. Passengers bringing

firearms continues to be a problem.
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